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How Jofra Archer used
intimidation to help
England beat South
Africa

London. Jofra Archer picked up the vibe after
hearing his name announced on his Cricket
World Cup debut at the Oval.It was all the
motivation he needed to rattle South
Africa’s top order with his intimidatory
pace and bounce, picking up three wickets
to set England on course for a 104-run win
in the opening match of the tournament on
Thursday.To think, there’d been some
critics of the Barbados-born fast bowler’s
rushed and relatively late inclusion in an
England squad that spent four years
preparing for a World Cup on home soil.
Any doubters were well and truly drowned
out by a vociferous crowd that got right
behind Archer at one of cricket’s oldest
international arenas.“Everyone exploded
when my name was announced and it’s a
great feeling,” Archer said in a post-match
TV interview. “It gave me that little bit
extra. My bouncer is a wicket-taking ball
and a dot ball so I’d be stupid not to use
it.”Archer forced Hashim Amla to retire
hurt in the fourth over after a short ball
reared up and hit the veteran opener on the
helmet.He then disposed of Amla’s
replacement – dismissing Aiden Markram
to grab England’s first wicket of the
tournament – before having South Africa
skipper Faf du Plessis caught for 5 from a
poorly timed pull shot. South Africa
suddenly was reeling at 44-2 in the 10th
over, without its two most experienced
batsmen either out or temporarily out of
commission.The South Africans still had a
slight chance with Rassie van der Dussen
resisting for 50, until Archer returned to
remove him and make the score 167-6.
That wicket brought Amla back to the crease
after being cleared of concussion, and guess
who was there to greet him?

Anjum MoudgillDivyansh Panwar win allIndian shootout for
World Cup gold
Chandigarh Divyansh Singh Panwar and
Anjum Moudgill won their second
successive ISSF World Cup gold medal in
the 10m Air Rifle mixed event in Munich
with a 16:2 win over compatriots Apurvi
Chandela and Deepak Kumar.“Divyansh
has been training for team events too in
practice sessions. The target has been to
reduce the shooting time to 16-20 seconds
so that he can adjust well if there is time
shortage due to the team-mate. He faced
some problem initially but we worked on
things like breathing pattern with the help
of pranayam and the timing of shot
release,” Deepak Kumar Dubey, Panwar’s
coach said.“It’s more competitive and
intense. Sometimes, the shooter can be
under pressure also due to a low score or a
better score by the opponents. Any team
can make a comeback even when they are
trailing by 6-10 points in the race-to-16
points format. This is not the case in an
individual final event, where if a shooter
builds a lead of more than 2-3 points in the
overall score, it is enough.”Unlike at the
Beijing World Cup where the top eight
teams competed in the quarterfinals,
semifinals and final with medal matches,
Munich’s 10m Air Rifle Mixed team event
saw a different format where two-member
teams shot six series in qualification relay
to decide the top eight teams followed by
those shortlisted pairs shooting six series
to decide the top two teams for the final,
with the third and fourth teams shooting
for the bronze medal.Moudgill and Panwar
shot a combined score of 629.1 to finish
fourth in qualification while the pair of
Chandela and Kumar shot a combined
score of 629.0 to finish fourth. The second
part of qualification would see
Moudgill/Panwar shooting 631.9 to claim
top spot while Chandela and Kumar shot a
combined score of 630.2 to join them in the
final. Chandela/Kumar would win the first
series in the final and collect two points
with a combined score of 20.9 compared to
19.9 by Moudill/Panwar.

Sergio Ramos says
he’s staying at Real
Madrid after China
offer

Madrid Real Madrid captain Sergio Ramos
pledged his future to the La Liga side on
Thursday, after saying he had received an
offer to join a club in the Chinese Super
League.Ramos, Madrid’s longest-serving
player, called a snap news conference to
clarify his situation after president
Florentino Perez said in a radio interview
on Monday that Ramos had told him of an
offer to move to China on a free transfer.
“There was an offer, but I wouldn’t leave
Madrid for a transfer fee or for free. I love
this club and I want to retire here,” Ramos
said.“I don’t want to leave Real Madrid, I
always said my dream was to retire here. A
lot of stories have come out about me.
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AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER & FINANCIAL
YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2019

AUDITED STANDALONE FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER AND YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2019
(Rs. In Lakhs)
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French Open 2019: Underarm serves
return to Paris after 30 years
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French Open 2019: Reigning champion
Simona Halep stumbles into round three

PARIS: Defending champion Simona Halep stuttered into
the French Open third round, needing four match points to
seal a 6-4, 5-7, 6-3 win over Poland's Magda Linette on
Thursday.Romanian third seed Halep looked in total control
when 5-3 ahead in the second set, but saw three match
points come and go as world number 87 Linette levelled at
5-5 before breaking again to force a decider.
Halep rediscovered her form to race into a 5-1 third-set lead,
but she stumbled again at the finish line and was broken to
love when serving for the match for a second time.
She finally booked a last-32 clash with either Serbia's
Aleksandra Krunic or Ukrainian 27th seed Lesia Tsurenko
with a break in the next game on her fourth match point.
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World Cup 2019: England ‘catch’ Cup
fever, thrash South Africa in opener

tennis great Goran Ivanisevic, who
scorned at the English arrogance. One
suspects this England cricket team
could trigger annoyance in the next
month or two.Take the moment when
Imran Tahir took out Jonny Bairstow off
the second ball of the match. It almost
brought glee in social media, and even
among the foreign press at the Oval.
The self-doubting Englishmen, who
handle despair better than hope, went:
“Oh no, all that big build-up and they
are choking at the big stage.” However,
the moaning and joy didn’t last long as
England went on to paste South Africa.
Eoin Morgan’s men have by now already

shown what they intend to do. Keep
attacking, even if wickets fall. And
retain the same aggression with the
ball.It was supposed to be a slow track.
No one told Jofra Archer, though. By
the end of the first 50 overs of the game,
South Africa’s bowlers were almost
squeezing out slower ones, every other
ball. This was no average attack. South
Africa had Kagiso Rabada, Lungi
Ngidi, and Andile Phehlukwayo. But
they felt that slower cutters were the
way to go here and did get decent
mileage out of it.But what does Jofra do
on this slow pitch? He knocks out
Hashim Amla with a 90mph brutish

cricket, a couple of team-mates too
have murmured in the press, couple of
journalists have warred in public – and
what does he do? Boom. Knocks down
South Africa.The only batsman who
could have done something in the chase
was captain Faf du Plessis. And he had
already seen the Amla blow and should
have been ready. And so, Archer
ramped up the pace even more: a 149
kmph bouncer that produced a top edge.
In between, he had a 144 kmph
screamer from back of a length that
forced Aiden Markram into a hurried
prod to second slip.

UEFA Champions League final: Selection dilemmas
face Jurgen Klopp and Mauricio Pochettino
Madrid Liverpool manager Jurgen
Klopp has a midfield conundrum
and his Tottenham counterpart
Mauricio Pochettino must decide
whether Harry Kane is ready for
action as both bosses face selection
d i l e m m a s f o r S a t u r d a y ’s
Champions League final.
The unusually long, almost threeweek, break between the end of the
Premier League season and the
European final in Madrid has
allowed injury worries to ease for
both managers – but that only adds
to the difficult decisions that will
playing either side of the Brazilian.
have to be made.For Klopp, who
has seen Brazilian forward That would, however, mean no place
in the starting lineup for Belgian
Roberto Firmino return to fitness
forward Divock Origi, who scored
in time for the clash at the Wanda
twice in the 4-0 crushing of
Metropolitano stadium, there is
Barcelona in the semi-final,
probably only one big call to make.
second leg.The German is likely to
With Firmino expected to start —
stick with his trusted back-four
Klopp said this week that the
from the title run-in with Joel
striker “should be fine” — then
Matip partnering Virgil van Dijk in
Liverpool will be able to use their
the centre of defence.Brazilian
preferred attacking ‘trident’ with
Fabinho has made the deep,
Sadio Mane and Mohamed Salah

holding midfield role his own and
Dutch midfielder Georginio
Wijnaldum, who also claimed a
brace against Barca, is likely to
play just ahead of him. That leaves
one more midfield slot with two
English players competing for one
place — James Milner and Jordan
Henderson.Picking Milner would
make a lot of sense from a tactical
point of view as he is capable of
temporarily tucking into the left-

back role to cover Andy
Robertson, when the Scotsman
charges forward.Yet Henderson is
Liverpool’s captain and has
delivered some strong displays of
his own this season and it would be
a massive blow to him should
Klopp leave him on the bench for
the big game.The long wait for this
game has benefited Spurs in
particular with striker Kane
recovering from his ankle injury
and declaring himself fit and
ready.A fully-fit Kane would
surely start but Pochettino will
have to decide whether his top
scorer is ‘match fit’ after seven
weeks on the sidelines. If Kane
does start — in tandem with South
Korean forward Son Heung-min,
who has struck 20 goals this season
— then that could well mean no
starting place for Lucas
Moura.That would be a cruel
decision, however, after the
Brazilian’s sensational hat-trick in
the semi-final, second-leg win

over Ajax Amsterdam which took
Spurs to Madrid, but the Argentine
coach has never flinched from such
calls. Moura could then be held in
reserve as an impact substitute, a
role that would take full advantage
of his devastating pace.Pochettino
has utilised a number of different
formations this season though and
he could play a similar threepronged attack to Liverpool with
Son and Moura playing wide roles
and Kane down the middle. That
variation would require Christian
Eriksen and Dele Alli to play
deeper midfield roles than they
normally prefer — although both
have done so at different times this
s e a s o n . M O R E
EXPLAINEDWhat next for
Defence? New equipment,bigger
budget keyPresuming though that
Pochettino opts for a four-man
midfield then Moussa Sissoko is
likely to the deepest with Harry
Winks playing just ahead of him.

